Venues & Travel

Official Address
Università degli studi “Roma Tre”
Dipartimento di Scienze
Viale G. Marconi 446
00146 Roma, Italia
HOW TO GET TO THE CONFERENCE SITE

Rome Metro Underground Train system has two lines, LINE A (orange) and LINE B (blue) and they both intersect at
Termini railway central station. The Science Department, where the conference is taking place, is half way between two
stations: Basilica San Paolo and Marconi (LINE B – Direction Laurentina), both suitable to reach the Department and at
a short walk away (10 minutes) from it. In addition, from Marconi station, the Department can also be reached by bus
(either number 170 or 791).
Two international airports – Leonardo da Vinci (Fiumicino) and Ciampino – are connected to all major destinations in the
world, especially in Europe.
FROM FIUMICINO – LEONARDO DA VINCI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
From Fiumicino International Airport there are different options to get both to Rome (city centre) and Roma Tre
University. The fastest way is by train.
• By train: you can take the Leonardo Express to Roma Termini railway station (departures every 30 minutes /
€14,00 one way / journey takes app. 30 minutes / no intermediate stops) or the FL1 regional train to Roma
Tiburtina/Monterotondo/Fara Sabina/Poggio Mirteto/Orte (departures every 15 minutes / € 8,00 single ticket /
journey takes approx. 30 minutes). If you are going directly to the University, you can take this train, get off at
Ostiense railway station and take the underground Line B (direction “Laurentina”) from the nearby metro station
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Piramide, getting off either at Basilica San Paolo or Marconi stations. The Science Department of Roma Tre
University is just a short walk away from both metro stations.
• By coach: there are different bus companies operating to/from Rome/Fiumicino int. airport. The journey takes one
hour; visit the two main companies’ websites for more information: Terravision – Sit Bus Shuttle
• By taxi: € 48,00 (fixed fare, including luggage) from the airport to anywhere in the city centre. Roma Tre
University has different branches around the city, so make sure you specify Viale Marconi when you state your
destination. Do not trust ‘private’ taxi drivers approaching you. Licensed taxis are white and carry a yellow and red
ribbon on both sides, plus a sign with the emblem of the city (SPQR) and the car matriculation number on the front
doors. Tips are not compulsory, but you can round up the fare.
FROM CIAMPINO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
There is no train service from Ciampino International Airport to Rome. The fastest way is by coach.
• By coach: there are different bus companies operating to/from Rome/Ciampino int. airport. The journey takes
approx. 40 minutes; Visit the two main companies’ websites for more information: Terravision – Sit Bus Shuttle
• By taxi: € 30,00 (fixed fare, including luggage) from the airport to anywhere in the city centre. Roma Tre
University has different branches around the city, so make sure you specify Viale Marconi when you state your
destination. Do not trust ‘private’ taxi drivers approaching you. Licensed taxis are white and carry a yellow and red
ribbon on both sides, plus a sign with the emblem of the city (SPQR) and the car matriculation number on the front
doors. Tips are not compulsory, but you can round up the fare.
FROM TERMINI RAILWAY STATION TO THE CONFERENCE SITE
• By metro: LINE B (blue) direction Laurentina, get off at either Basilica San Paolo or Marconi stations (see
introduction “HOW TO GET TO THE CONFERENCE SITE”).
• By coach: Many buses also depart from Termini Station. At Piazza dei Cinquecento take bus n. 170 (it is
reasonably frequent, 10 minutes or less) to the stop Marconi-Bortolotti just in front of the Science Department.
Travel time depends on traffic, it takes 30 minutes in the early morning and up to 50 minutes at rush hours.
IMPORTANT!
Details about tickets and fares for public transportation (metro and bus) can be found here.
If you have any questions, please contact info@sibe2017.uniroma2.it
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